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The Importance of an LLC Members’ Agreement
So you and a partner decide to
go into business together and
form a limited liability company (LLC). You use some online
legal service to file your certificate of organization because
you are lead to believe through
slick advertising that cheaper
is better. Maybe you also get
some form of stock operating
agreement out of the deal that
isn’t even tailored to your type
of partnership.
Over the years the business is
doing great and growing significantly. The opening of additional locations is being
planned. And a nice retirement looks like a given a few

more years down the road.
Then you get a call in the middle of the night that your partner of the past ten years suffered a massive heart attack
and died. Shortly after the funeral you get a call from the
attorney handling your deceased partner’s estate informing you that he left his 50% of
the business to his wife, someone who you don’t get along
with. You are now faced with
being her partner in a business
she knows nothing about.
Could this have been avoided?
The answer is yes. Had you and
your former partner consulted
with an experienced business

attorney, you more than likely
would have been advised that you
also needed a Members’ Agreement for just such a contingency
as the death of a partner. A
properly drafted Members’ Agreement would contain certain “Buy/
Sell” and “Right of First Refusal”
provisions that would permit the
surviving partner to have the first
option to buy out the deceased
partner’s membership interest in
the LLC. And the cost of the buyout could have been underwritten
through life insurance policies
taken out on each partner. As a
business attorney, I always recommend a Members’ Agreement to
my multi-member LLC clients.
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Pennsylvania’s Entity Transactions Law
On July 1, 2015 Pennsylvania’s Entity Transactions Law went into effect, bringing PA
in line with many other states that allow for simpler entity conversions. Previously, Pennsylvania did not have a simple statutory process to allow one type entity, such as a corporation,
partnership, or LLC, to change into another type of entity. For example, prior to the new law,
if one partner left a two-person partnership, the remaining partner would need to formally
dissolve the partnership and form a new entity if he or she wanted to continue on with the
business.
Under the new law, the former partnership can now convert to another form of business entity, such as a corporation or LLC. The converting entity will then be treated as if it is
the same business, just in a different legal form, with little to no interruption in its business.
As such, the rights and obligations along with the debts and liabilities of the converting entity
continue as the rights, obligations, debts and liabilities of the converted entity.
If you are considering an entity conversion, consult with an experienced business
attorney as well as a CPA to discuss the legal and tax considerations of such conversion.
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